APPLICATION NOTE

Infrared cameras reduce scrap in the thermoforming process

The Gubesch Group optimises the production of automotive exterior parts with the application of the infrared camera of the optris PI Series. Consistent temperature profiles during the thermoforming process ensure high quality and increase customer loyalty.

The composite fiber sheets required for the deep-drawing process have a thickness of 2.3 to 3.5 mm and are reinforced with glass fibers. Before the plastic sheets can be formed into perfect panel parts, they must be heated. This takes place via low- and high-level heaters in a radiant field within the thermoforming machine.

After heating, the composite fiber sheets are pressed into the mold of a panel part in the machine, and then cooled. The handling time between heating and forming is minimized. In addition to the forming process, concurrent forming of functional groups (e.g. air inlet nozzles) takes place.

In a further step, the panel part is cut by laser and finally shaped, before being transferred to the end customer for assembly.

Process optimization is the primary objective

The primary objective for the Gubesch Group is an optimal process which ensures stable production, optimum cycle time, as well as minimal production defects.

During the development phase, occasional burning of the panel parts occurred due to the temperature settings being too high or the formation of folds due to an excessively low temperature profile. Here, constant temperature monitoring for setting and regulating the radiant heaters presents the greatest challenge for the process.

Dr. Ing. Thomas Müller-Lenhardt, Head of R&D at Gubesch Group reports: “The initial application of a pyrometer on each side proved to be insufficient, since the temperatures vary too much across the complete cut material section. Fitting multiple pyrometers in a line was also considered. But the achievable resolution here would also be too low.”

optris PI technical data

- Temperature ranges -20 °C ... 1500 °C
- 160 x 120 up to 640 x 480 pixels with exchangeable lenses
- Real-time thermal images at up to 80 Hz
- IP67 / NEMA-4 as well as industrial accessories
- Process interface (PIF), e.g. as a trigger input
- License-free, comprehensive software for video- and snapshot recording inc. COM-Port and DLL

Further information on the PI series can be found at www.optris.global/pi-precision-line
Technical data CoolingJacket

- Application at ambient temperatures of up to 315 °C
- Air/Water cooling with integrated air purge collar and optional protective windows
- Modular design for easy fitting of different devices and lenses
- Trouble-free, on the spot sensor removal via quick-release chassis
- Integration of additional components such as PI NetBox, USB server Gigabit and industrial Process Interface (PIF) in the extended version

Further information on the CoolingJacket can be found at www.optris.global/accessories-infrared-cameras

The optris PI infrared camera provides the perfect solution. Its wide-area temperature measurement covering the majority of the composite fiber sheet allows both individual values such as cold spots and hot spots as well as average values and temperature profiles across the surface to be displayed.

One optris PI thermal imaging camera with a 64° wide-angle lens is installed in each of the top- and bottom heating section of the starter field.

Due to the proximity to the heating system, the front side of the camera experiences ambient temperatures of up to 315 °C - too hot for the optris PI without additional protection. The solution was to install the thermal imaging cameras in an additional water-cooled cooling housing as well as installing a decoupled plate in front of each housing (reflection of thermal radiation).

This enables a constant ambient temperature of 35 to 40 °C to be ensured for the thermal imaging cameras. In order to ensure that the maximum ambient temperature of the optris PI of 50 °C is not exceeded, the check of the internal camera temperature is done in Software optris PIX Connect.

Data evaluation and recommended actions from software programmed in-house

The evaluation of the temperature is done via the optris PIX Connect software. For the user, it provides comprehensive IR camera software, which analyses and documents the temperatures, as well as automatically controlling processes.

The software enables video and snapshot recordings at up to...
The **Gubesch Group** is a medium-sized plastics processing family business. The company is active in the field of innovative thermoforming- and injection molding technologies as a Full-Service-Provider.

The Gubesch Group offers the complete process from a single source, from the initial idea up to series manufacture. This means they cover the following topics: design, model- and prototype construction, tooling manufacture, manufacturing the parts as well as integrated or subsequent surface treatment as required. In addition to the core competences mentioned, the Gubesch Group has also successfully established itself in the market as a technology supplier for questions around the areas of lightweight engineering, decorative detailing and functionalization. With its own in-house research and development department, the business regularly develops technology improvements, for example through research projects, which are passed to customers as decisive competitive advantages.

The Gubesch Group is represented at three locations in the Nuremberg area. Around 500 employees manufacture plastic technology parts, including for the automotive industry, the packaging industry, medical and lighting engineering, as well as the consumer electronics sector.
Optimum cycle times, reduced scrap volume

A clear advantage of the application of the optris PI thermal imaging camera at the Gubesch Group is the optimization of production through reliable temperature monitoring for setting and regulating the radiant heaters. The application of the PI thermal imaging cameras allows optimum cycle times of 90 seconds at maximum possible heating power to be achieved. This has allowed yield and productivity to be maximized.

"With a constant temperature profile, the scrap in production was substantially reduced", explains Thomas Müller-Lenhardt, pleased with the improvement.

For the Gubesch Group however, the major advantage is ensuring high quality. The optimum heating temperature regulation allows the high quality demands of customers to be met, resulting in customer loyalty and an increased order volume.

The reliability of Optris products is convincing

"Choosing the optris PI was an obvious step for the Gubesch Group. Since pyrometers for folding units in bending processes were already well-proven in the business, reliable Optris devices were also selected for the new series production", informs Andreas Theilacker, Regional Sales Manager at Optris. "The wide range of IR measurement devices, accessories and software options proved to be an advantage."

Not only does Optris offer thermal imaging camera solutions for industrial applications (IP 67 e.g. also with industrial plugs), but also important components such as cooling housings, or simple integration into the plants via the USB interface. The license-free, comprehensive camera software for thermal image analysis and the free use of the software interfaces (COM port, DLL) to transmit relevant data to the user software were additional factors in selecting the optris PI thermal imaging camera for the application.

Advantages at a glance

- Display of the temperature profile across the plastic sheet
- Simple regulation of the radiant heater temperatures
- Cycle time reductions
- Attainment of the highest possible utilization of the plant and production volume
- Minimization of production defects
- Ensuring high quality for customer satisfaction and loyalty

Further information on non-contact temperature measurement technology in the plastics industry can be found at www.optris.global/plastics